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STICKY THROTTLE SWITCH 

 
 
I DO believe I have DONE it. I created a sticky throttle with an audible warning if the throttle 
is not at zero when arming the the throttle. 
L3 & L4 are the sticky Throttle with a mix on the throttle. L5 is the warning switch if the 
throttle is armed but the throttle is not at zero. Set a special function to play a track audio 
clip warning the throttle is not at zero. 
 
I have simulated it on CTX 2.0.2 and tested on the radio and it appears to work. I have yet 
to test the sticky throttle on a plane. That's for the field as I don't arm throttles on the bench. 
Weather is not the best so it maybe a few days before I can test it in the field or I guess I 
could take the prop off to test on the bench though I hate playing with prop mountings. 
This is for my friend with a Aurora 9x that says his radio does that so now one less thing he 
can say that my Taranis can't do.  
 
Appears to be simple now that it is done. 
 
 

 
[L3 and L4 are a sticky throttle and a mix on the throttle.  L5 is the warning the throttle is not 
at zero] 
 

 
[the sticky throttle mix] 
Link to file: 
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showatt.php?attachmentid=6857021&d=1402978678 
 

 
MOMENTARY SWITCH LOCATION 
 

 i'm going to move the momentary switch over to the left side so i can have my TH where i'm used to 

it being. I tried it with SG but couldn't get used to that. With the new functionality of version 2. Do i 

still need to move the pins like described in this 

post?http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showp...&postcount=279 

No, 
Momentary switch functions can now be applied to ANY switch. 
 



DISPLAY OF TEXT FILES 
 
Here is the information on the flight notes and "checklist" taken from opentx documents 
here. http://www.open-tx.org/2014/06/13/difference-2470-20/ 
 
Support for display of text files and model notes. Simple .txt text files can be read from 
anywhere on the SD card using the SD browser, and any text file placed in the MODELS 
folder and named with the same name as an existing model will be recognised as notes 
attached to that model. These notes can then be displayed using a shortcut in the main 
views menu, from the MENU LONG menu in all model setup pages, and can be 
automatically shown on mode load if the “Display Checklist” option is enabled in model 
setup 
 
I have just checked this and it works, there are 35 characters including spaces displayed in 
a row so limit yourself to this width but you can have as many rows as you like and then 
scroll down them. You can create a text file with check list or any notes you want and name 
it exactly the same as your model ie "phoenix.txt" and save it in the directory "models"' tick 
the box to enable "display checklist" and that should be it, when you turn on or select the 
the model "phoenix" checklist should appear.  Long press of menu button when i model 
settings give a choice to display it too. 
 
================================================================== 
 
AUTOMATIC STICK MOVEMENT ON A SWITCH 
 

I would like to be able to flip one of the switches (SwA for example) and have the throttle/channel 
output automatically move to: 
 
5% for 5 seconds  
10% for 5 seconds 
15% for 5 seconds 
20% for 5 seconds  
.... And so on until it reaches 100% for 5 seconds then returns to 0% throttle. 

 
 
Have a look at this eepe. Ch5/ swA 
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showatt.php?attachmentid=6857398&d=1403002159 
 
 

 
CHANGE TYPE OF SOURCE TO ADJUST GV 
 

How is it possible to change the type of source for Adjust GV? 
 
The documentation states: 
 



Adjust GV - Adjust Global Variables with four different type of sources. To change GV parameter source type 
press LONG MENU 
Souces (sticks, pots, switches ...) 
Step +1/-1 
GV1-GV5 
Constant (-125 to 125) 
 
 
But LONG MENU takes you straight to the Channel Monitor 

Like this: 

 
 

 
 
REMEMBER TO CHECK SOUND MODE 
 
 

I no longer get my tada along with any of my warning like telemetry lost they are still in the system 
spot on the sd card and I can play them by hitting enter twice when highlighted. My wavs still play 
that I have assigned in special functions. I had the tada and all the warnings earlier but they don't 
play know. 

Check your sound mode on the Tx setup screen. Might be set to quiet. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



ACTIVATING A COUNTER 
 

 Am trying to implement a counter activated by the trainer switch, not a timer. The 0.5s slow at the 

end of CH1 is not relevant to this function, it is used for other purposes. 

As in each time switch is flicked it counts up one? 
Scott made one which works and even got it to display on the screen with use of the timer 
moving on 1 second for every count. 
 
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showp...&postcount=723 
 
It basically used the gvar increment function triggered by your switch for counting, the clever 
bit was using the timer to have it displayed on telemetry page! 
 

 
 
LUA SCRIPTS – UPDATE FOR VERSION 2.0.3 
 

Keep in mind there are two kinds of lua scripts. Model scripts and One time scripts. The wizard is a 
one time script. They are meant to be run and then do their work. A Model script gets run on a 
continuous basis once loaded into a model. It basically gets thrown into the loop of activities, and 
with that being said is limited in what it can do and should do. The current warning for model scripts 
is as follows: "WARNING: Do not use Lua model scripts for controlling any aspect of your model that 
could cause a crash if script stops executing." If a model script uses too much memory or processor 
time it is subject to termination. You do not want a script calculating any sort of input vital to your 
model suddenly ending. There are also some limitations on where the output of the lua scripts can be 
displayed. This is still a work in progress and Bertrand and the team are spearheading it. 

 
Now - OpenTX 2.0.3 - we have 3 kinds of Lua scripts, the 3rd category is "function scripts" 
that are available in the Special Functions screen. 
 
I am adding a new (4th) category which will be the telemetry scripts. Theorically you will be 
able to have up to 7 custom telemetry screens, all written in Lua. 
 
Then we will have a 5th category which will be the templates scripts, those scripts will be 
available in a contextual menu, just as the Wizard. 
 
One limitation (due to RAM usage) is on the scripts count, 7 is the maximum (shared in all 
categories).  
 
Also in OpenTX 2.0.3 I changed the directories, here is the new structure on the SD card: 
/SCRIPTS/ 
/SCRIPTS/MIXES/ 
/SCRIPTS/FUNCTIONS/ 
/SCRIPTS/WIZARD/ 
 



In OpenTX 2.0.4 you will put your telemetry scripts like this (you will be able to have 
different scripts on a per model basis): 
/SCRIPTS/<MODELNAME>/telemXX.lua 
 
And in OpenTX 2.0.5 you will put your templates scripts here: 
/SCRIPTS/TEMPLATES 
 

 
LUA TELEMETRY SCREENS 
 
Now let's start playing with those Lua Telemetry screens! Here is my first one, designed by 
Martin Hotar. It is Altitude and vertical speed page with flight history. 
 
At the left: 
- Actual time elapsed (TMR1) 
- Maximal height reached in actual flight.(this is also the scale of the altitude graph) 
- History of the total-flight-time and maximal-height-reached during single launch. Launch 
start/end is determined by the TMR1 start/reset 
 
In the middle: 
- Record of altitude as you have guessed 
 
At the right: 
- Actual altitude 
- Bars show positive/negative vertical speed. Now let's start playing with those Lua 
Telemetry screens! Here is my first one, designed by Martin Hotar. It is Altitude and vertical 
speed page with flight history. 
 
At the left: 
- Actual time elapsed (TMR1) 
- Maximal height reached in actual flight.(this is also the scale of the altitude graph) 
- History of the total-flight-time and maximal-height-reached during single launch. Launch 
start/end is determined by the TMR1 start/reset 
 
In the middle: 
- Record of altitude as you have guessed 
 
At the right: 
- Actual altitude 
- Bars show positive/negative vertical speed. 
 

 



 
 
 

 
 
Bootloader New Version 

Should I see Taranas bootloader 2.0.2 after loading firmware 2.0.3? 
Does the bootloader change with each new firmware? 
 
How do you get your Taranas to announce the model name when changing models? 
(I did donate) I believe everyone who is using the new firmwares should. 

The bootloader will only increment to a newer version if you wirte the firmware to the radio 
using DFU method (transmitter connected turned off using OTxCompanion).  
 
If you use the bootloader to write the firmware the bootloader doesn't replace itself.  
 
If you have the name of a model you want read the name must be in the EN folder (if you're 
configured for English).  
The file must be a .wav file 8 characters or less not including the .wav suffix. 
The .wav file must be 8, 16, or 32 hz mono file. 
See the configuration in the images below: 
You'll notice that in Companion is reads "no repeat" but in the Tx is reads 1x (one time) --- 
which is different from 1s (every 1 second) 
You'll also notice that I have a leading "+" as a part of the model name - this is so all of the 
model names are grouped together in the list of sounds. Makes it easier to find them. 

 

 
 
 



 
SETTING DEAD ZONE ON STICKS 
 

How should I set a dead zone in my sticks? 
Thanks. 

It seems the way I did it prior to 2.0 no longer works. So this is a work around. 
 
EDIT: TheKM pointed out (while I was figuring out) that rather than doing this in the mixer 
like in the "old days" it's best done in the Input now. 
 

 

 
 

He's after a deadzone on the stick input, would be best to modify the input and leave the output alone. 
analogous to expo and dual rates. the approach would be the same, assign a custom curve to the 
input. 

Yep - you are absolutely right! The new input has not quite sunk in yet. I'm still so 
entrenched in pre-2.0 I've got to learn new tricks. 



 
After the first answer with workaround in mixes -- I realized that the method I used in the 
past would work in the inputs but would double the input lines for rates and expo - which is 
not clean but works but if that input was mixed in a phantom channel and then used as a 
new input it would be cleaner - but convoluted. I like using the offset best because it allows 
more precision in the definition of the deadzone. 
 
 

 
USE SAFE DISCONNECT 
 

Not sure what I'm doing wrong. I was on version 2.0.1 and I flashed to 2.0.3, now I'm unable to 
access bootloader. Has the way of accessing bootloader changed? I hold both rudder and aileron 
trim switch towards each other and then power up but instead of bootloader screen I get nothing now. 
The screen remains blank and the tx does not power up. 

Start it the first time without going to bootloader. If that doesn't work - remove microSD card 
and try again sans microSD card. If that doesn't work, you're going to need to use the DFU 
method to reflash the Tx using Companion -- and be sure to use the Safe disconnect 
USB method before disconnecting the transmitter from the USB. 

 
 
 

 
 
6 Position Switch 

 
Using the 6 Position Switch 
 
The following functionality is not yet supported by OTC so has to be undertaken on the 
radio. 
 
1 Radio Setup Screen 7 - HARDWARE 
 
Change the designation for Type S1 or S2 from "Pot" to "Multipos Switch" - use S1 if you 
replaced pot S1 with the 6 position switch and S2 if you replaced S2. 
 
2 Radio Setup Screen 8 - CALIBRATION 
 
Calibrate the radio as usual. Move the new 6 position switch through all it's settings. It is 
normal that each setting does not give an equal change in the vertical bar graph. Don't 
worry about this, the firmware handles it. 



 
3 Switch Values 
 
In model setup dialogues that use a switch you will now see that you have some new 
switches available. If you replaced Pot S1 with the 6pos switch these new switches will be 
designated S11 through S16, if S2 they will be S21 through S26. 
 
The switch will most commonly be used for changing flight modes. Simply allocate the 
switch number required to each flight mode as normal. 
 
There's no longer a need for custom (Logical) switches. Using the switch to change flight 
modes to match the requirements of a particular flight controller can be done with a curve or 
with weights applied in the mix screen. 
 

 
CONVERSION CHANGE SEQUENCE OF INPUTS 
 

Do not know if this has been discussed before. 
Since all my models are working with the new software (at least the ones I have flown  ), i 
discovered today that the sequence of inputs has been changed by the conversion. 
Originally I had TAER (defined in settings), has changed to RETA causing mixes to be I3 I4 I2 I1 . 
If I create a new model, everything is correct, TAER in input and mixes. 
 
Quite confusing to me, because I like to have everything in the same order/sequence. 
I would have to convert 4 full house gliders and 15 more simple models. 
The "Skywalker" pictures show status after conversion, the "model9" a newly created model. 
 
Anybody else got that problem? 

I've just checked, and yes the same has happened to my Tx, and many others I expect. I've 
been flying quite happily unaware of this, because it doesn't affect the mixers. It can stay 
like that on my Tx, too many other things to mess about with! 
 
The order of inputs is irrelevant, so no effort has been made to define a particular order. If 
you've got OCD and NEED them to be in the "right" order then you can move them, but it 
really shouldn't be an issue  
 

 
JOYSTICK SETUP 
 

Having read through this thread I only have seen negative comments on the joystick function, but is 
there anyone who has managed to get it set up properly? I can't seem to get the axes and switches to 
correspond with the axes on my computer... Does anyone have a model file that they use for joystick? 
You need a separate model file with the axes and switches linked to channels right? 

Official docs still not written. Here is development version. 
 
 



Description of Joystick interface 
Taranis simulates a joystick device with: 
 
8 analog axes 
8 digital buttons 
Analog axes are mapped to first eight channels: from CH1 to CH8. Valid output value for 
each channel is from -100 to 100 and is mapped into 8 bit signed number for -127 to 127. 
Higher or lower channel values are truncated into -100 or +100 respectively. 
 
Buttons are mapped to next eight channels: form CH9 to CH16. Button is considered 
pressed when channel value is bigger than zero. 
 
User should create a new model for joystick usage with: 
 
TX module turned off 
servo limits at 100% 
appropriate mixes on channels 1 to 16 
optionally some exponential on analog axes (channels 1 - 8) 
 

 
SET FAI MODE IN PREFERENCES 
 
Has FAI mode been removed from open tx? I don't see it in my Taranis with 2.03. 
 
You have to specify in the preferences what options you want.  If you hover over each 
option in the preferences a popup will tell you what that option does.  Faimode you are 
locked out of telemetry from the time you write the firmware to the TX. FaiChoice you have 
telemetry until you choose to disable it then it's locked out. 

 



 

 
HAPTIC SETTING CONCERN 
 

I have haptic check marked and I don't have it installed. What's the danger of doing so?  
. 

The haptic output is not connected to anything until you connect it. No problem having the 
option in "for nothing". 

 
 
Hold on, so with a B case, if I have the haptic box checkmarked, that's bad IF I don't have the haptic 
installed? 

Yes. Only tick the option and install the corresponding firmware AFTER installing haptic. 

 
 
Wizard overwrites model settings 

 
Just a warning for anyone who fancies trying the Wizard lurking in the Templates folder. 
Make sure you have a unused model selected at the time! Wizard will overwrite any existing 
sticks and mixers, including changing channels, and will leave other model settings 
unchanged.  
 
You switch on some time later expecting normal operation. Could be "interesting" if the 
throttle channel has changed.  
 
Maybe Wizard should check that a blank model is selected, and warn if that's not so. Some 
of us (OK just me then) have to be protected against our own folly!  
 
 

 
ANOTHER STICKY THROTTLE 
 

Here is a three line LSs for sticky throttle. Also uses three SF. This version using the new 
sticky LS to replace a seven line system I had before. LS2 &3 makes up the sticky throttle 
and SF2. LS5 is used by a SF play track alarm clip that "Throttle warning" every 10seconds. 
To warn you have alarmed the throttle and it's not at zero. I also use a SF play track once 
on LS4 to announce that my throttle is armed. I play the sound of a radical engine starting 
once. 
This is only tested on the simulator but the radio should be fine. As all ways remove your 
prop when testing throttle settings.  Hope this is useful for someone else. This uses 2.0.4 
but should work on any 2.0.x system. 



 

 
 

 
 
Sounds working in 2.0.4 and 2.0.5 

 
I think that some people are confused as to WHERE the sounds play has been fixed in 
OpenTXCompanion.  
 

 
 

 



MEANING OF PPMUS 
 

Under the settings tab in companion, what exactly does "ppmus" mean? When you hover the mouse 
cursor over it, it states "Channel values displayed in us." What exactly does that mean though? 

The default is percentage - which most mortal people use. Computer engineers 
however...... 
 

 
LINKS TO LUA 
 

This LUA stuff is completely foreign to me. Are there preconfigured scripts or are you on your own? I 

would like something that could make all new models come with some preconfigured settings (safe 

throttle, sticky throttle mixes, etc) Can the LUA stuff do that for me...or perhaps it's better I just make 

a single 'default' memory with the desired settings and just use to to 'copy' and build all new model 

memories off of? 

Thread for Lua http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2180477 
 
Wiki https://github.com/opentx/opentx/wik...ting-in-OpenTX and http://www.open-tx.org/lua-
instructions.html 
 

 

EDGE FUNCTION 
 

I have just done the firmware upgrade to v2. 

The caller program no longer works 

http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showp...ostcount=13764 

Does anyone already know the answer to getting it working again? 

SHs and SHl no longer exist. There is a new EDGE function, which can be applied to any 
switch and a lot more flexible. 
 
You need to set up two Logical Switches as follows. (I have used L1 and L2, but you can 
use any vacant L switches)  
L1. Edge, SHv. 0.0. 0.5. (which is equivalent to SHs activates if switch is held for less than 
half a second. 
L2. Edge, SHv. 0.5. (Infinite). (Equivalent to SHl , activates when switch is held for more 
than half a second) 
You then need to Change SHs for L1 and SHl to L2 everywhere they occur in Special 
Functions. 
SH will then behave as before. 
 
If you haven't upgraded to 2.0.5 (infinite) won't be available, so instead just use 0.5, 0.5 and 
SH will activate at half second, or 0.5, 0.0 and it should operate as if infinite was selected. 



 
 

 
 
New updated SD Card image 

 

I have updated the microSD card image. It now requires OpenTx 2.0.3 or later for the LUA 
section to function correctly. It also has the wizard already installed in the card.  
The link is https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/...nisMicroSD.zip 
It's too large to attach in RCG. 
 
The microSD image is still missing the new 2.0 sounds in the system folder as I've set this 
up using the Amber sounds. I'll address this soon one way or another. 

 
WIZARD FOLDER 
 

Create a folder on the microSD card called TEMPLATES (OpenTX 2.0.1 - 2.0.2) 
or /SCRIPTS / WIZARD (OpenTX 2.0.3 or greater) 

Note that the TEMPALTE folder in which the WIZARD lua resides (in OTx 2.0.1/2) should 
be renamed WIZARD, at which point you can create a new TEMPLATES folder which will 
be used for other lua scripts in OTx 2.0.5 and beyond. 
 

 
RUN PROGRAM AS ADMINSTRATOR 
 

A tip for those who are having this problem to save a few mouse clicks: 
Browse to the location of the Open TX software, usually: 
C:\Program Files (x86)\OpenTX 
Right click on the companion.exe file (may just be companion if you don't show extensions) and select 
properties. 
Select the Compatibility tab, then put a check in the box that says "Run this program as an 
Administrator" 
Click Apply, then OK 
Your Companion will now always run in Administrator mode. This may need to be redone when you 
install a new version... 

Since these versions seem to install themselves as stand-alone programs instead of 
updating the current install, you will need to do that to every revision that installs itself as a 
stand-alone. That may or may not continue to be the case though. 
 

 
 
 


